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Abstract

Background: The article highlights the legal regulation of the ratio of criminal and administrative liability as to countering offenses in the sphere of trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors.

Methods: The methodological basis of the research is presented as comparative-legal and systematic analysis, formal-legal method, interpretation method, hermeneutic method as well as methods of analysis and synthesis. The following research methods were used in the process of performing the set tasks: Legal regulation of the ratio of criminal and administrative liability as to countering offenses in the sphere of trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors was studied using the formal-logical method; the system-structural method was used to distinguish and analyze legal regulation of the ratio of criminal and administrative liability in relation to combating offenses in the sphere of trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors; with the help of the comparative legal method, the ratio of criminal and administrative responsibility as to countering offenses in the sphere of trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors was analyzed, which deserves attention; the formal legal method was used to prepare appropriate proposals for the Ukrainian legislation.

Results: It is proposed to leave the illegal production, manufacture, purchase and storage of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances in small quantities without the purpose of transfer as administrative offenses. Effectiveness of countering drug addiction and drug crime should be increased by not strengthening repressive measures against users of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, but by improving preventive work with them and risk groups, and by weakening factors of drug addiction.

Conclusion: It has been established that the resources of law enforcement agencies in their crime prevention activities are not unlimited. Increase in the number of recorded criminal offenses, as well as criminal proceedings sent to court with an indictment under Article 307 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine is carried out at the expense of a decrease in the number of similar indicators under Article 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. Transforming the illegal production, manufacture, acquisition and storage of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances into a criminal offense will require law enforcement agencies to increase the number of personnel, organizational and material resources for conducting a pre-trial investigation in the form of an inquiry in comparison with the resources required for administrative proceedings. Costs of the state and society to investigate the facts of acquisition, storage, transportation of, say, cannabis up to 5 grams or opium extract up to 0.5 grams by persons mentally and physically dependent on these substances will increase disproportionally to the possible positive effect in the form of general drug addiction prevention. There is no certainty that the increase in costs for the fight against users and small dealers of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances will not be carried out at the expense of saving resources for countering more socially dangerous manifestations of drug crime or at the expense of other socially beneficial purposes.
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Introduction

In the last century, the spread and abuse of narcotic drugs and their illegal trafficking appeared in the world as a global threat to humanity. Unfortunately, in Ukraine being a part of globalization processes, the scale of illegal drug turnover (trafficking) and drug addiction is critical. For more than one year, drug addiction in Ukraine has been showing signs of an epidemic and is one of the real and potential threats to Ukraine’s national security and stability in society. In scientific circles and public consciousness, there is a widespread position that the key means of restraining the scale of the drug epidemic include bringing guilty persons to criminal liability for illegal actions with
drugs under the relevant articles of Chapter XIII of the Special Part of the Criminal Code of Ukraine (hereinafter referred to as the Criminal Code of Ukraine) and Articles 44, 106-1, 106-2 of the Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offenses (hereinafter referred to as the CUAO). Moreover, already a number of recent editions of the projects of the new Criminal Code of Ukraine (starting with the control text dated 25 July 2021 [1]) recognize illegal production, manufacture, acquisition, storage of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances in small quantities without the purpose of sale as criminal offenses (in the project editions dated 14 November 2021 and 24 November 2021-without the purpose of transfer [2,3]). The specified actions are currently recognized as administrative offenses provided for in Article 44 of the CUAO. We can be sure that the criminalization of these acts is due to the desire to somehow curb the already critical scale of the spread of drug crimes and drug addiction in Ukraine. However, will such a measure be appropriate? Will it bring the expected results? Will we not get an excessive criminalization of activities in the sphere of illegal trafficking of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances?

Methods

The methodological basis of the research is a set of methods and techniques of scientific knowledge. The main role in this system belongs to the general scientific dialectical method of cognition, which makes it possible to investigate problems in the unity of their social content and legal form, to carry out a systematic analysis of legal regulation of the ratio of criminal and administrative liability as to countering offenses in the sphere of trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors. With the help of the logical-semantic method, the conceptual apparatus was deepened, the general principles of legal regulation of the ratio of criminal and administrative responsibility as to combating offenses in the sphere of trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors were determined. Systemic-structural and comparative-legal methods made it possible to investigate the concept and content of the relationship between criminal and administrative responsibility as to combating offenses in the sphere of trafficking in narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors, as well as the problems of the activities performed by entities ensuring counteraction to illegal turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances. The historical-legal method was used to study the state and general nature of the ratio of criminal and administrative liability as to countering offenses in the sphere of trafficking in narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors. With the help of the formal-legal method, the content of legal norms (which provide for criminal and administrative liability as to countering offenses in the sphere of trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors, was investigated.

Results and Discussion

Liberal processes taking place in a number of countries in Europe and the world in the sphere of regulating turnover of certain narcotic drugs, the widespread prevalence of drug addiction among the population of Ukraine, and therefore the associated illegal manufacture, production, acquisition, storage, transportation, forwarding of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances (Article 44 of the Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offenses, Articles 307, 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine) determine the relevance of the research on the limits of the criminal legal response to the illegal turnover of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances in small quantities without the purpose of sale (transfer).

The theoretical principles of criminalization of crimes (criminal offenses) were developed in the works by O.O. Dudorov, M.I. Khavronyuk, P.L. Fris, D.O. Balabanova, G. A. Zlobin, V.M. Kudryavtsev, O.I. Korobeyev, V.O. Navrotskyi, O.M. Hotin, M.I. Melnyk, A.A. Mitrofanov and other scientists. It should be noted that today, in the study of criminalization, the questions of the grounds, principles, conditions and reasons for criminalization, their number and interrelationships are of a debatable nature, but the relevant discussions “...are actually not related to the essence of criminalization rules, but to their systematization (grouping) and the general name of such requirements” [4]. So, for example, what O.O. Dudorov, et al. (2014) and G.A. Zlobin, et al. (1982) call social and socio-psychological principles of criminalization, and what D.O. Balabonova (2009) calls grounds for criminalization [4-6]. Without going into theoretical discussions on these issues, we will deal within the framework of the approach in the study of criminalization, which determines grounds for criminalization of actions as the appropriate degree and nature of their social danger [7], and divides principles of criminalization into 2 main groups:

1. Social and socio-psychological ones and
2. System-legal and criminal-legal ones) [4].

According to scientists social and socio-psychological principles include the principles of social danger, those of relative prevalence of the act, those of proportionality of positive and negative consequences of criminalization, and criminal-political adequacy [4]. In connection with the specificity of this research, we will focus our attention on the grounds of criminalization and social and socio-psychological principles of criminalization of acts. After all, systemic legal principles are aimed at ensuring that the introduced novelties do not deteriorate the quality of criminal legislation, and primarily its systemic characteristics.

Within the framework of our chosen approach, the principle of social danger corresponds to the grounds of criminalization of actions: The degree and nature of the public danger of an act planned to be criminalized must cause significant (and not any other) damage to the
objects of criminal law protection [7]. The primary role in determining the public danger of illegal production, manufacture, acquisition and storage of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances belongs to the characteristics of the offender who commits the said actions. After all, as rightly noted by P.L. Fris, social danger is a characteristic not only of a certain act, but also of the person this act is committed by [8].

The Order of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine, No. 188 “On Approval of Tables of Small, Big and Especially Big Quantities of Narcotic Drugs, Psychotropic Substances, and Precursors that are in Illegal Trafficking” dated 01 August, 2000 stipulates that small quantities include those narcotics drugs and psychotropic substances that do not exceed 10 defined daily doses according to the UN International Narcotics Control Board [9]. In view of this, as well as taking into account absence of the purpose of sale (transfer), which is referred to in Article 44 of the CUAO and the corresponding norm of the draft Criminal Code of Ukraine, it can be confidently stated that the subjects of these offenses are represented by consumers of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances and/or small traders in case of procedural lack of proof of the purpose of sale (transfer) of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances seized from them. In the structure of persons involved in the illegal turnover of drugs and psychotropic substances, they are characterized by the least social danger, especially in comparison with the participants and leaders of organized forms of drug crimes [10].

In addition, one should not ignore the fact that a certain part of the consumers and/or small traders in question are drug addicts who are psychologically and physically dependent on certain drugs or psychotropic substances. Therefore, it is needless to count on the fact that they will be stopped by strengthening of legal liability for purchase, storage or transportation of these means, in the amount of even one defined daily dose. Criminalization of these acts will only increase the psychological pressure on them [11].

In the structure of offenses in the sphere of illegal turnover of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances (Articles 44, 106-1, 106-2 of the CUAO, Articles. 305-320 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine) the public danger of illegal production, manufacture, acquisition and storage of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances in small quantities without the purpose of sale (transfer) is also characterized by a much smaller degree and nature in comparison with the public danger of illegal sale of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, as well as their illegal production, acquisition, storage, transportation and forwarding for the purpose of sale (Article 307 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine) and without the purpose of sale in the amounts provided for in Article 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine [12].

According to the principle of the relative prevalence of an act “...excessive prevalence of an act, even if it constitutes a public danger, is an argument not for, but against its criminalization, although it may seem somewhat unexpected to a layperson” [5]. Today, as already noted above, the scale of illegal drug turnover (trafficking) and drug addiction in our country is critical. According to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, there are officially about 500,000 drug addicts in Ukraine, and more than 1,70,000 of them use drugs regularly [13]. According to the methodology for assessing the latency of non-medical drug use, developed by the Ministry of Health in accordance with international recommendations, in the conditions of Ukraine, the number of registered persons using narcotic drugs with non-medical purposes is 5 times as great as the registered number, and in recent years the number of such persons is about 2.5 million people [14]. And all these persons are currently the subjects of offenses provided for in Article 44 of the CUAO and/or Article 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. It is unfortunate to realize this, but the given numbers give reason to talk about their excessive prevalence. We have to admit that law enforcement agencies are unable to prosecute such a large number of people for actions related to consumption of narcotic drugs. And today it can be stated that Article 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine is applied selectively and the principle of inevitability of punishment is by no means always implemented. Conversion of an administrative offense provided for in Article 44 of the CUAO, into a criminal offense, will only strengthen this trend [15]. An even greater number of acts declared criminally illegal will remain unpunished. Is this state of affairs really capable of keeping a more or less large number of our citizens from using narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances? Will mass impunity for a new criminal offense increase the authority of law enforcement agencies and the state as a whole?

With such questions in mind, we move on to the next principle of criminalization of actions—the principle of proportionality of positive and negative consequences of criminalization of actions. Content of this principle consists in the fact that criminalization of an act will be allowed only when we are sure that the positive social results of the criminal law applied are going to significantly exceed the inevitable negative consequences of criminalization [5].

In order to predict the possible consequences of criminalization of an administrative offense provided for in Article 44 of the CUAO, we will analyze statistical data on the number of recorded acts qualified under Articles 307 and 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, and the number of criminal proceedings directed to the court with an indictment under these articles [16] (Table 1). After the entry into force of the new Criminal Procedure Code at the end of 2012, in the following period of 2013-2015 the ratio of registered crimes provided for in Articles 307 and 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, was almost 1:2, respectively (8152 and 16766 crimes on average, respectively). In 2016, the number of crimes registered under Article 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine exceeded the similar indicator under Article 307 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine by 7.6 times (17,398 and 2,293
crimes, respectively). This can be explained by the process of active formation of the newly created National Police, and therefore, for the correctness of the analysis, we will not take into account the indicators of 2016. In 2017-2018, the ratio of recorded crimes under Articles 307 and 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine was almost 1:4 (an average of 5241 and 19047 crimes, respectively), in 2019 this ratio was 1:3 (6165 and 18483 crimes, respectively), in 2020 it was 1:2 (8150 and 15735 criminal offenses respectively).

Table 1: Statistical data on registered criminal offenses related to illegal turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors in Ukraine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period of time</th>
<th>The number of registered criminal offenses in Ukraine</th>
<th>The number of registered criminal offenses related to illegal turnover of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors</th>
<th>The specific weight of criminal offenses related to the illegal turnover of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors in the structure of crimes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>563534</td>
<td>33961</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>529141</td>
<td>30499</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>565182</td>
<td>25908</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>592604</td>
<td>23029</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>523911</td>
<td>29010</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>487133</td>
<td>27007</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>444430</td>
<td>28774</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>360622</td>
<td>27437</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2013-2015 correlation of criminal proceedings sent to court with an indictment, according to Articles 307 and 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine also amounted to approximately 1:2 (an average of 5,454 and 13,028 proceedings).

So, we can see that the resources of law enforcement agencies in countering crimes are not unlimited. Increase in the number of recorded criminal offenses, as well as criminal proceedings sent to court with an indictment under Article 307 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine is carried out at the expense of a decrease in the number of similar indicators under Article 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. Transforming the illegal production, manufacture, acquisition and storage of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances into a criminal offense will require law enforcement agencies to increase the number of personnel, organizational and material resources for conducting a pre-trial investigation in the form of an inquiry in comparison with the resources required for administrative proceedings. Costs of the state and society to investigate the facts of acquisition, storage, transportation of, say, cannabis up to 5 grams or opium extract up to 0.5 grams by persons mentally and physically dependent on these substances will increase disproportionately to the possible positive effect in the form of general drug addiction prevention. There is no certainty that the increase in costs for the fight against users and small dealers of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances will not be carried out at the expense of saving resources for countering more socially dangerous manifestations of drug crime or at the expense of other socially beneficial purposes [17].

Comparative legal analysis of the legislation on countering drug crimes in Ukraine and certain European countries

The illegal turnover of narcotic drugs and its organized segment-drug business-in the world have a growing tendency and are one of the most dangerous types of organized crime. These spheres are characterized by a transnational nature, professionalism, high technical equipment of criminal groups, presence of their own intelligence and counter-intelligence, possession of the latest forms and methods of counteraction to law enforcement authorities and judicial authorities. In addition to this, drug business causes an increase in the number of patients with drug addiction, as well as growth of selfish and violent crimes [18].

According to the sanctions for drug crimes provided for in the legislation, countries are divided into 3 groups:

The 1st group is the “hard policy group.” This group of countries includes Malaysia, Iran, Pakistan, China, etc., where the fight is carried out by the harshest means, up to the death penalty, and the legislation regarding drug dealers is maximally strengthened. For example, within a period of only one year and a half over a 1000 people were publicly executed in Iran in accordance with the Law of 1989.

The 2nd group is the “strict control group.” For the countries of this group (Great Britain, France, Austria, etc.), it is inherent that the state bodies exercise strict control over the turnover of any types of narcotics, there is an active confrontation with the drug mafia, but the most radical measures are not used.

As in other countries, the problem of drug crime in Great Britain is also quite relevant. In 1964, The Drugs (Prevention of Misuse) Act was adopted. According to this Act, enterprises that manufacture and sell narcotic products were obliged to significantly limit import and export of narcotic drugs. The law dated 02 June, 1965 provided for basic provisions on criminal liability for illegal distribution of narcotics with a detailed list of types of drugs that are prohibited to be imported and exported without special permission.

In 1967, in connection with the widespread use of
heroin and hallucinogenic substances such as LSD, the Dangerous Drugs Act was adopted. The Criminal Justice Act of 1982 introduced significant changes in the system of criminal punishments for female offenders, mainly in terms of the procedure for imposing and carrying out imprisonment. Since May 1983, the country also began to revise its criminal policy regarding offenses performed by minors. A person who has not reached the age of 17, as a rule, is sentenced to a term of imprisonment of no more than 1 year. Young people can be sent to temporary detention centres if the court finds it possible to impose a prison sentence of less than 4 months. If a criminal act is committed by women under the age of 17, the court, having found them guilty, does not impose a punishment in the form of deprivation of liberty. Women between the ages of 17 and 21 have a minimum detention period of 3 weeks. In addition, the reform of England’s criminal policy for minors involves the expansion of all kinds of educational programs (for example, establishing a 2-hour weekly minimum for general education and an hour minimum for physical training).

Since 1994, there has been a multi-faceted strategy to counteract drug abuse, which provides for implementation of measures to combat narcotic drugs according to 5 priority directions. The fight against the demand for drugs is carried out in 2 directions: Detention of those who are not yet abusing them, and rendering help to those who have already got addicted [19].

France, which being one of the main producers of poppy straw, exercises effective control over production based on introduced systems of licensing and criminal penalties, which limit the extent of leakage and illegal use not only of this narcotic drug, but also of other types of narcotics. In France, not only individuals (natural persons), but also legal entities are held criminally liable.

In addition to the main types of punishments, the court may issue a decision on imposing an additional punishment in the form of confiscation of installations, equipment and all property that served, directly or indirectly, to individuals and legal entities guilty of committing a criminal act related to the illegal drug trading helping them to commit a criminal act; confiscation of all or part of the convicted person’s property; deprivation of a license for a period of 5 years or closure of an establishment, if the owner committed criminally punishable illegal drug transactions (or such transactions were committed with his/her complicity).

One of the main features of French legislation consists in the establishment of similar punishment limits for both completed crimes and attempted crimes.

The 3rd group is the “liberal group.” This group includes countries where some types of “soft” drugs are partially allowed. Its most famous representatives are Holland, Germany, Italy, Spain and Switzerland. However, after analyzing the Dutch solution to the outlined issue, it can be found that there is practically no experience in countering drug trafficking in this country. There is a double standard in relation to drugs, which on the one hand allows exporting marijuana grown on the territory of the state to the Western Europe, and on the other hand it stimulates the flow of “drug tourists.” Moreover, Holland (primarily Amsterdam) has turned into the “drug pit of Europe.”

In Italy, illegal handling (offer, sale, transfer, etc.) of narcotics in small amounts for consumption by another person, storage of narcotics for consumption by another person, as well as illegal production of narcotic substances (with the selection of qualifying features—“in a large amounts” and “organized illegal production of narcotic substances”) are recognized as criminal offenses [20].

Also, members of armed mafia groups in this country (criminal groups whose members carry firearms or explosives or hide them in hiding places) are subjected to a higher criminal liability for illegal actions in the sphere of drug trafficking.

Spanish legislation is the most indicative in the area of differentiation of liability for committing illegal actions with different types of drugs. After the introduction of the Dutch model (legal drug use for non-medical purposes) in Spain in 1985, the number of registered drug addicts increased from 200,000 to 1.5 million, and the country turned into a trans-shipment base for drugs from all over the world. This significantly affected the size of punishments. Currently, Spanish legislation presupposes punishments for acts with “soft drugs” for a term of up to 17 years and 4 months, instead of 6 years, as before; and for hard drugs this period is up to 23 years and 4 months, instead of 12 years, as before.

Since Ukraine is a party to all the main Conventions, its legislation largely corresponds to the provisions of these Conventions. Achievements of the national legislator include the fact that Ukraine was the first of the CIS countries to agree domestic legislation in the sphere of control over the turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors with the requirements of the relevant UN conventions, and this was reflected in adoption of the relevant laws.

Thus, the laws of Ukraine provide for strict control over the turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors, a ban on carrying out actions with them for the purposes that contradict legal regulations, as well as measures of liability for violation of such regulations.

The Law of Ukraine “On Narcotic Drugs, Psychotropic Substances and Precursors” defines the legal and organizational principles of the state policy regarding the turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors in Ukraine; the powers of executive authorities, establish the procedure for the state control, clearly provide for the rights and obligations of individuals and legal entities in the sphere of turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors [21].
The next, quite important point in this area is presented as the Law of Ukraine “On Measures to Counter the Illicit Trafficking of Narcotic Drugs, Narcotic Substances, Precursors and Abuse” Taking into account international norms this law defines the system of measures in Ukraine, directed against the illegal turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors and their abuse, and it also defines the rights and obligations of legal entities and citizens in connection with the application of this Law.

This Law also defines the organization of countering illegal turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors, and namely: The Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine, the Security Service of Ukraine, the General Prosecutor’s Office of Ukraine, the State Customs Committee of Ukraine, the State Border Guard Service of Ukraine, the central executive authority in the sphere of health care of Ukraine and other executive authorities are responsible for countering illegal turnover (trafficking) of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors within the limits of the powers granted to them by law [22].

The Criminal Code of Ukraine takes the leading position in this sphere. This regulatory act (namely, Chapter XIII of it) determines crimes in the sphere of trafficking in narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and their analogues or precursors and liability for these crimes. Compared to other European countries, Ukraine has the largest number of components of crimes (corpus delicti) in the narcotic sphere, namely 16 ones. Regarding other European countries: The largest number of components of analyzed crimes (corpus delicti) is contained in the Criminal Code of Bulgaria-8; the smallest number is presented in the Criminal Codes of Denmark and Norway-3 corpus delicti in each [23].

The threshold for prosecution in Ukraine is extremely low: The small amounts criminal liability is incurred for are much smaller than the average single dose for a drug addict.

Thus, according to order No. 188 “On Approval of Tables of Small, Big and Especially Big Quantities of Narcotic Drugs, Psychotropic Substances, and Precursors that are in Illegal Trafficking.”, the Ministry of Health of Ukraine approved such tables, and the so-called “threshold” of bringing to criminal liability was determined.

Let us emphasize that this threshold in Ukraine is much lower than in most European countries (Table 2).

### Table 2: Sizes of drugs, which if illicitly possessed cause criminal liability in certain countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of drug</th>
<th>Ukraine</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>The Federal Republic of Germany</th>
<th>The Netherlands</th>
<th>Austria</th>
<th>Portugal</th>
<th>Finland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>from 0.02 g</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>1-2 g</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>15 g</td>
<td>2 g</td>
<td>1.5 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana (Cannabis)</td>
<td>from 5 g</td>
<td>6 g</td>
<td>6-30 g</td>
<td>30 g</td>
<td>20 g</td>
<td>25 g</td>
<td>15 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphetamine</td>
<td>from 0.15 g</td>
<td>0.2 g</td>
<td>10 pills</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>10 g</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>3 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium, opium extract</td>
<td>from 0.5</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroin</td>
<td>From 0.005</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>1-2 g</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>3 g</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>1 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scientifically un-substantiated volume of the conventional daily dose forming the basis for calculating small, big and especially big amounts of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances in illicit turnover, represent the reason for difficulties and abuses (including corruption) in the classification of crimes related to in drug trafficking. As a result, a real single dose of a psychoactive substance with this calculation of a conditional daily dose turns into several single doses and, as a result, the crime is qualified under that part of the article of the Criminal Code, which provides for a more severe punishment.

Thus, on the basis of unreasonably low “thresholds” for criminal liability for what is not considered a crime in most civilized countries of the world, thousands of drug addicts in Ukraine receive punishment every year, and taxpayers are forced to pay almost UAH 3,800 for custody of each such person (according to the Secretariat of the Human Rights Commissioner of the Verkhovna Rada (2016), the state allocates UAH 126 for the daily maintenance of a convicted person), which is significantly higher than the amount of the average pension of most citizens of retirement age.

Therefore, drug addicts are the persons who were and remain the main object of criminal prosecution by law enforcement agencies. This circumstance undoubtedly criminalizes this sphere, it increases the number of prisoners, diverts the attention of the police from the fight against drug dealers, while presupposing use of considerable material and human resources. All this testifies to the need to humanize the legislation, target it to counteract really “painful” drug processes and phenomena.

The principle of criminal-political adequacy consists in the fact that the content of each criminal-law novel in one way or another should reflect the general directions of the state criminal policy [5]. It should be noted that criminalization of the acts provided for in Article 44 of the Criminal Code contradicts the purpose, tasks and principles of the still valid State Drug Policy Strategy for the period until 2020, as well as the project of the State Drug Policy Strategy for the period until 2030 [24,25]. Both documents recognize the need for reorientation of measures against illegal turnover of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances from criminal sanctions to administrative correctional, bio psychosocial and preventive measures.
Conclusion

Thus, we come to the conclusion that criminalization of illegal production, manufacture, acquisition and storage of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances in small quantities without the purpose of transfer (sale) today, unfortunately, contradicts the social and socio-psychological principles of criminalization of acts for the following reasons:

1. These actions are the least socially dangerous in comparison with similar actions provided for in Articles 307-309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine.

2. A too high spread of drug addiction (which means the illegal production, manufacture, purchase and storage of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances in small quantities without the purpose of sale (transfer)) is beyond the practical capabilities of criminal justice.

3. There is a risk that criminalization of these acts will lead to the fact that the efforts of law enforcement agencies will be aimed at fighting them at the expense of saving personnel, material, technical, and organizational resources for other socially useful purposes and countering more socially dangerous manifestations of drug crimes. Negative social consequences of criminalization of the administrative offense provided for in Article 44 of the CUAO, will exceed the expected positive result in the form of a decrease in the demand for narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.

4. Criminalization of illegal production, manufacture, purchase and storage of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances in small quantities without the purpose of transfer (sale) is contrary to the state policy on narcotic drugs.

On the basis of the above, it is proposed to leave the illegal production, manufacture, purchase and storage of narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances in small quantities without the purpose of transfer as administrative offenses and not to turn them into criminal offenses. Effectiveness of countering drug addiction and drug crime should be increased by not strengthening repressive measures against users of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, but by improving preventive work with them and risk groups, and by weakening factors of drug addiction, and the systemic offensive nature of combating organized criminal groups in the field of drug trafficking.

A comparative research of legislation in the sphere of combating narcotic crimes in different states made it possible to highlight the properties of the legislative solution to the fight against drug addiction and narcotics in European countries; and these properties are related to the national features of the legal system of the state, presence of international legal obligations at the level of interstate relations and they are also dependent on whether the state is to a greater extent an exporter (producer country), importer (consumer country) or a transit country of narcotic drugs.

Summing up the analysis of the legal regulation of the fight against drug crime in different countries, it should be noted that the legislation of the vast majority of countries in the world is governed by the international legal acts. At the same time, the legislation and executive system of punishments of various states in the sphere of combating drug crimes are specific, which is due not so much to the national characteristics of the country, but to the concretely formed criminogenic situation in this area. Given the existing features of the legal systems that regulate responsibility for drug trafficking and drug addiction in different countries, the general trend is a sharp increase in penalties for organized forms of crimes related to illegal turnover ( trafficking) of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.
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